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Definition of Terms

For the purposes of our analysis and discussion we used the following definitions:

aircraft state: The configuration, trajectory, and aerodynamic condition of the aircraft—can be normal or non-normal

alert: A visual, aural, or tactile/haptic signal designed or designated by the airplane manufacturer to capture pilot attention and provide information about a specific condition or aircraft system state.¹

alert cancellation: Manual termination or clearing of a valid alert that has already activated (for example, cancelling a master caution alert by pressing its button). Alert cancellation is performed by the pilots during the normal course of alert response. See also: alert inhibition and alert suppression.

alert inhibition: The automatic or manual prevention of a valid alert from being presented or activated. Alerts can be inhibited automatically by the alerting system (for example, inhibiting a potentially distracting caution light for an air conditioning pack trip when the airplane accelerates through 80 knots during takeoff) or manually by the pilots (for example, setting a “Flap Inhibit” switch to prevent a nuisance ground proximity warning when configuring the aircraft for landing with a non-standard flap setting). See also: alert cancellation and alert suppression.

alert suppression: Automatic prevention, withdrawal from display, or termination of an alert when (1) according to pre-programmed alerting system logic, the data used to trigger the alert are determined to be unreliable or invalid or (2) the manual termination of an activated invalid alert by the pilots after the alerting system has experienced a malfunction. See also: alert cancellation and alert inhibition.

alerting philosophy: A high level description of the design principles that guide the designer and ensure a consistent and coherent interface is presented to the flightcrew, comprising the underlying design put forth by an airframe manufacturer or avionics manufacturer, as to the display of alerts and cues. This philosophy normally considers the (a) reason for implementing an alert, (b) level of alert required for a given condition, (c) characteristics of each specific alert, including types, modality of presentation, conspicuity, threshold for presentation and extinguishing, and inhibition and suppression, if any, and, (d) integration of multiple alerts.

attention-getting signals/methods: Perceptual signals (visual, auditory, or tactile/haptic) designed to attract the flightcrew’s attention in order to obtain the immediate awareness that an alert condition exists. Flashing text is an example of an attention-getting signal.

collector message: An alert message that replaces two or more related alert messages that do not share a common cause or effect. For example, a “DOORS” alert collector message is displayed when more than one entry, cargo, or service access door is open at the same time. See also umbrella message.

command state: The commanded condition or state of an aircraft system or sub-system—can be normal or non-normal. See also system state.

¹ For an exhaustive list of the definitions for “alert” used in U.S. regulatory and guidance documents see Yeh, Jo, Donovan, & Gabree, (2013), page 101.
conspicuity: The characteristics of an alert or cue that attract notice or attention.

cue: A visual, aural, tactile/kinesthetic, or olfactory signal, which can provide information about the aircraft or system status, but was not designed by the manufacturer to direct the pilot’s attention in any specific way (e.g., the smell of smoke, or an instrument indication in a non-normal range, but without a change in color, differentiation, or other attention-getting method).

dark and quiet flight deck: The concept that no visual or aural alert will be present on the flight deck when all systems are operating normally.

false alert: An incorrect or spurious alert caused by a malfunction or failure of the alerting system, including a sensor failure.

false positive alert: An alert that is provided to the pilots when the underlying condition associated with the alert is not present.

false negative alert: Failure to alert the flightcrew when the underlying condition associated with an alert is present and (1) regulations require that an alert be presented or (2) the alert system was designed to present an alert.

master aural alert: A general aural alert that is matched to an alert urgency level (i.e., warning or caution) and is used to bring to the flightcrew’s attention that one or more specific alert conditions exist.

master visual alert: A general visual indication that is matched to an alert urgency level (i.e., warning or caution) and is used to bring to the flightcrew’s attention that one or more specific alert conditions exist.

non-normal: Any situation or condition that falls outside of “normal” operations to include: abnormal situations, non-normal situations, emergency situations, NextGen off-nominal situations (e.g., when actual navigation performance [ANP] is greater than required navigation performance [RNP]).

pilot response: The activity accomplished due to the presentation of an alert or cue as to the existence or potential existence of a situation or condition. Pilot responses may include such things as actions, decisions, consideration of situation/cues/alerts, prioritization of response activities, or search for additional information, among others.

salience: An aspect of an alert or cue that makes it stand out in the environment and able to be perceived by the pilots.

system state: The actual condition of an aircraft system or sub-system—can be normal or non-normal. See also command state.

umbrella message: An alert message (i.e., primary alert message) that is presented in lieu of two or more alert messages that do share a common cause (i.e., secondary/consequential alert messages). Example: A single “engine failure” message is displayed in lieu of multiple messages for malfunctioning electrical generators, generator drives, hydraulic pumps, and bleed air, which would otherwise have been displayed when an engine has failed. See also collector message.
Executive Summary

In this study, alerts and cues presented on five aircraft types (Airbus 320, Boeing 737NG, Boeing 777, Canadian Regional Jet (CRJ) 700, and Embraer 190) for 23 initiating conditions leading to one of 10 non-normal events were identified and analyzed. These events and conditions exist in current day operations and are expected to have continued relevance under Next Generation (NextGen) operations. The 10 events, meant to be a “representative sample” from the population of possible non-normal events occurring on aircraft, were:

- aerodynamic stall
- uncommanded yaw or roll
- hydraulics failure of a single system
- single engine failure/fire
- in-flight cargo fire/smoke
- in-flight hidden cabin fire/smoke
- loss/degradation of global positioning system (GPS)
- traffic conflict
- lateral track or vertical path deviation
- air data system failure

We identified and analyzed the following alerts and cues that are presented during these events in the five aircraft types:

- alerts: visual, aural, tactile
- cues: visual, aural, tactile/kinesthetic, olfactory

Alerts are intended to provide the pilots with information that equipment is not performing to required specifications (e.g., degraded accuracy), the aircraft is entering an undesired state (e.g., low airspeed), or the aircraft is encountering an environmental hazard (e.g., windshear). Cues that occur due to non-normal situations, such as the smell of smoke during a fire or an indicator pointing to an unusual value for hydraulic pressure, also provide the pilots with information about a situation, although they are not specifically designed by the manufacturer to reliably draw attention and indicate a specific condition.

We chose events and initiating conditions to illustrate situations that are made known to the flight crews through:

- alerts only
- cues only
- both alerts and cues
- neither alerts nor cues during the early stages of the event (i.e., hidden cabin smoke/fire)

Data and analyses are presented in the form of matrices (see Appendices C through G) and suggestions for how the matrices might be used in a training environment with professional pilots are provided.
1. Introduction

Alerts and cues are of critical importance in helping flight crews understand the existence of non-normal conditions and situations on board aircraft and to respond appropriately. Alerts are designed by aircraft and avionics manufacturers and are intended to attract attention and provide the pilots with information that equipment is not performing to required specifications (e.g., degraded accuracy), the aircraft is entering an undesired state (e.g., low airspeed), or the aircraft is encountering an environmental hazard (e.g., windshear). Cues that occur due to non-normal situations, such as the smell of smoke during a fire or an indicator pointing to an unusual value for hydraulic pressure, also provide the pilots with information about a situation, although they are not specifically designed by the manufacturer to reliably draw attention and indicate a specific condition.

In this study we identified the alerts and cues that would be present for 23 specific conditions associated with 10 different non-normal events. The set of events selected for this study are illustrative of the range of events involving the kinds of alerting, including absence of alerting, found on today’s airliners (i.e., a “representative set” of events). We specifically considered the level of criticality of the chosen events and their importance to National Airspace System (NAS) operations both currently and under NextGen. Our 10 events came from four major loci of origin:

- events external to the aircraft (e.g., wake encounter)
- major system failures (e.g., engine failure)
- secondary system failures (e.g., hydraulic system failure)
- flight crew errors (e.g., incorrect automation mode selection for required navigation performance [RNP] approach)

For each of the 10 events we identified one or more initiating condition (IC), each representing a realistic entry into the condition (i.e., reason for or cause of the event), and determined differences in how the condition is experienced and to be handled by flight crews (Table 1). The 10 study events and 23 ICs analyzed are listed in Table 2. The choice of events is consistent with the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) Doc 9995 Manual of Evidence-Based Training (ICAO, 2012) with respect to the characteristics of events used in aircrew training. The study events analyzed consider immediacy, complexity, degradation of aircraft control, loss of instrumentation, and management of consequences. Also, we specifically considered false positive alerts as well as false negative alerts when relevant to the event and the alerting system involved. The events and ICs were chosen to provide at least one example of each:

- both alerted and cued
- cued but not alerted
- neither cued nor alerted
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event (Number of Initiating Conditions)</th>
<th>Initiating Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Aerodynamic stall (4)                   | • High altitude airspeed decay with turbulence, autopilot engaged  
• Increasing load factor in nose-low, high bank upset, autopilot disengaged  
• Wing ice accumulation  
• False stall warning during takeoff rotation |
| Uncommanded yaw or roll (3)             | • Wake encounter  
• Uncommanded rudder deflection or rudder pedal kicks  
• Uncommanded aileron/spoiler/flap/slat deflection |
| Hydraulics failure, single system (1)   | • Complete fluid loss for the single most critical hydraulic system during cruise flight |
| Single engine failure/fire (4)         | • Engine failure after V1 and prior to V2  
• Engine failure in cruise flight with autopilot engaged  
• Engine fire after V1 and prior to V2  
• False fire warning from engine bleed leak, during takeoff after V1 and before V2 |
| In-flight cargo fire/smoke (2)         | •Ignition of cargo leading to extinguishable belly cargo compartment fire, in cruise  
• Dust/moisture leading to false indication of smoke in a cargo compartment, in cruise |
| In-flight hidden cabin fire/smoke (1)   | • Ignition from short circuit in electrical wiring hidden behind cabin walls or ceiling |
| Loss/degradation of GPS (2)             | • Poor GPS satellite availability or geometry leading to decreased GPS signal integrity  
• Intentional spoofing leading to false position input from GPS to the flight management system (FMS) |
| Traffic conflict (2)                   | • Traffic conflict in air traffic control (ATC) radar environment (operational error or pilot deviation  
• Traffic conflict in NextGen air traffic management [ATM] environment (ground-based sequencing/metering error or data communication [DATACOMM] error) |
| Lateral track or vertical path deviation beyond limit (1) | • In RNP approach and similar NextGen terminal area operations, the aircraft’s failure to follow the centerline of the lateral track and/or vertical path within the required deviation limits (e.g., RNP value for lateral track), due to excess wind, autopilot failure, failure to engage autopilot/ mode, or specific FMS/autopilot inability to meet specifications |
| Air data system failure (3)            | • Blocked pitot source (captain’s or left source)  
• Blocked pitot source (all sources blocked, first partially and inconsistently, then completely), with at least one blocked pitot drain, during climb  
• Air data computer failure (single air data module or unit) |
In other words, some of the study events/conditions would be made known to pilots primarily or only through alerts and others primarily or only through cues. Many are both alerted and cued and one (hidden cabin smoke) is neither alerted nor cued on the flight deck, although cues in the cabin would be evident but only after the event had progressed to a certain degree. Some events have a short timeframe for response (e.g., uncommanded roll due to wake encounter) and others have a much longer timeframe with implications for the rest of the flight through landing (e.g. hydraulics failure). We also analyzed the erroneous alerts presented for some false conditions (e.g., false aerodynamic stall warning), particularly if they have the potential to be highly confusing for flight crews. We included events that might be considered to be abnormal or emergencies, as well as some that are considered off-nominal in NextGen operations (i.e., not desirable, but not necessarily considered an abnormal or emergency event).

For these events we analyzed the alerts and cues presented to pilots in the following sensory modalities:

- visual alerts
- aural alerts
- tactile alerts
- visual cues
- aural cues
- tactile/kinesthetic cues
- olfactory (smell) cues

We considered these to be representative of what pilots may experience under normal and non-normal conditions in currently operated transport category aircraft.

1.1 Aircraft Types

We selected five aircraft types for use in this study (Table 2), which encompass different alerting approaches, technology generations, aircraft sizes, and typical mission profiles. Four aircraft manufacturers, designs initiated from the 1960s through the 2000s, with aircraft passenger capacity of 70 through 350, and regional through long haul intercontinental missions are represented. The study sample included aircraft that are and are not fly-by-wire (FBW), single and double aisle, and are typically operated in the United States by both mainline and regional air carriers. As evidenced in Table 2, first and second generation aircraft were not included in the study due to the fewer numbers of these aircraft still in operation today. We included two aircraft types from one manufacturer to facilitate evaluation of design evolution over time. The typically installed avionics (e.g., Flight Management Computer [FMC] and flight displays) found on the study aircraft are listed in Table 3.
Table 2. Study Transport Category Aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Generation*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airbus 320</td>
<td>Narrowbody, FBW, PFD/ND displays, integrated systems and procedural alerting displays</td>
<td>Generation 4 jet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing 737</td>
<td>Narrowbody, PFD/ND displays, traditional controls, non-integrated systems and procedural alerting displays</td>
<td>Generation 3 jet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing 777</td>
<td>Long-haul widebody, fly-by-wire, PFD/ND displays, integrated systems and procedural alerting displays</td>
<td>Generation 5 jet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombardier CRJ700</td>
<td>Regional, PFD/ND displays, traditional controls, integrated systems alerting displays, non-integrated procedural alerting displays</td>
<td>Generation 4 jet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embraer 190</td>
<td>Regional, PFD/ND displays, traditional controls, integrated systems alerting displays, non-integrated procedural alerting displays</td>
<td>Generation 5 jet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 3. Study Transport Category Aircraft Avionics Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft Type</th>
<th>FMC Manufacturer</th>
<th>Primary Display Manufacturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airbus 320</td>
<td>Thales/Smiths Industries (GE Aviation Systems) or Honeywell Pegasus</td>
<td>Thales TopFlight Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing 737</td>
<td>Smiths Industries (GE Aviation Systems)</td>
<td>Honeywell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boeing 777</td>
<td>Honeywell</td>
<td>Honeywell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombardier CRJ700</td>
<td>Rockwell Collins</td>
<td>Rockwell Collins Pro Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embraer 190</td>
<td>Honeywell Primus Epic</td>
<td>Thales Avionics S.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A brief descriptions of the alerting systems on board the five study aircraft can be found in Appendix A.

1.2 Alert Types and Sensory Modalities

To help guide the pilot’s actions, alerts are prioritized based upon the urgency of the pilot’s awareness and the necessary response. Time critical warnings such as for aerodynamic stall, windshear, and ground proximity are given first priority, while other warnings, caution alerts, and advisories, are given subsequently lower priorities. Additionally, some aircraft have the capability to re-categorize and/or re-prioritize alerts based on phase of flight (A320 Flight Crew Training Manual, 2012; B777 Flight Crew Training Manual, 2012). A substantive revision of regulation 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 25.1322 in 2009, introduced the standardization of color use in alerting (i.e., “red” for warnings, “amber or yellow” for caution alerts, etc.) and imposed the requirement for warning- and caution-level alerting through two senses (Final rule: 75 FR 97201, effective date 01/03/2011) and provided as design guidance to manufacturers in Advisory Circular (AC) 25.1322-
AC 25.1322-1 identifies six different alert functional elements: warning alerts, time-critical warning alerts, master visual and aural alerts, caution alerts, and advisory alerts. In practice, these elements are grouped into three major alert types (warnings, cautions, and advisories) and some manufacturers add a fourth type: Status. To meet the requirements of 14 CFR 25.1322, an appropriate combination of alerting system presentation elements must be used; these elements typically include: master visual alerts, visual alert information (most often textual, but also includes failure flag indications and other types of unique indicators on flight deck displays), master aural alerts, voice information, unique tones (unique sounds), and tactile or haptic information (FAA 2010).

Visual indicators and visual alerts are typically in the flightcrew’s expected scan range or field of view, increasing the likelihood that they will be noticed. Some examples of visual alerts are: illuminated lights on annunciator panels, flashing boxes on the electronic flight displays, master warning and master caution lights, and text messages on the flight deck’s crew alerting system or FMS displays. Auditory alerts can be stand-alone or may be used in conjunction with a visual alert. The high salience of auditory warnings makes them prevalent in the cockpit. Some examples of auditory alerts are: horns, whistles, sirens, bells, and tones, which vary in pulse and burst (Burt, Bartolome, Burdette & Comstock, 1995), as well as synthetically generated voice alerts (e.g., “Pull up! Pull up!”). Although only used for a small number of conditions, tactile/haptic alerts, such as the stickshaker, are found in many transport category airplanes and are commonly used to alert pre-stall conditions.

2. Method

The primary data sources for the study were systems, training, and crew operations manuals for the five aircraft types (see Table B1 in Appendix B). For comprehensiveness and to facilitate cross-validation of the information, we obtained and referenced the equivalent manuals for each aircraft type from at least two different air carriers. As is customary in our research, we committed to the airline participants that we would not refer to them by name and would de-identify any materials to be specifically quoted or reproduced in our work. Most of the manuals that we obtained had been customized by the air carriers but were based on the production documentation delivered from by the original equipment manufacturers (Airbus, Boeing, Bombardier, and Embraer). They contributed valuable information relative to how the air carriers had tailored the contents of each.

2.1 Data Coding

We identified all of the alerts and cues that might be present for each event IC and then populated data fields in matrices for each alert and cue identified (e.g., “threshold for alert or cue to be presented”). The researchers’ personal flight operation and human factors expertise was used when defining likely pilot reactions and needed response to alerts and cues for each referenced event. The coding based on these judgments, as well as all other coding, was affirmed through research team review.

A member of the research team, who was not involved in initial matrix development, reviewed all completed matrices and identified potential inconsistencies and missing data. Inconsistencies were resolved through consultation of the source documents and consensus judgment, when necessary.

2 Although haptic and tactile feedback/alerting are different, within the industry they are often confused or a distinction between them is not made. Because of this, no distinction will be made between them in this report.
Researchers conducting this study have extensive understanding of aircraft display and alerting system architecture and operation. One researcher has extensive training and line operational experience on B777 and B737 aircraft and another has similar expertise with CRJ aircraft. A third researcher involved in matrix development also has extensive airline experience on a variety of aircraft types.

2.1.1 Simulator Observations and Subject Matter Expert Input

For the two study aircraft with which our coders lacked personal flight training and experience (A320 and EMB190), we supplemented printed documentation with site visits to airlines operating these aircraft types. Prior to the visits, we developed a protocol for evaluating the events and initiating conditions using FAA-approved, Level D pilot training simulators operated by the airlines. During the site visits, we observed the simulation of the events and conditions in the A320 and EMB190 simulators as they were performed by training captains who were line-qualified in the respective type. We recorded video and audio of the simulations, and extracted data from these sources through review by the researchers. To control for the possibility of the simulations being inaccurate or incomplete, we only used the simulation data to supplement and cross-verify the data being obtained from our standard documentation from the manuals. We also held extensive discussions with the training captains, with follow-up communication, to address simulator limitations and how our events and ICs might transpire differently in real aircraft.

When necessary, we supplemented and verified our understanding of the design and function of the five aircraft alerting systems through informal discussions with other airline and aircraft manufacturer personnel. Thus, multiple data sources—text, experiential, observational, and face-to-face and phone inquiries—were utilized to populate the data in the matrices.

2.1.2 Matrices

The 23 completed matrices for each of the five aircraft included in this study can be found in Appendices C through G. Data analyzed and included in each matrix are described in Table 4 and appear in either tabular format or as bullet lists. Cells in the matrix tables that are “not applicable” (e.g., a tactile alert does not exist for an IC) are either left blank or the word “none” appears.
A little more information is warranted with regard to the matrix category of “expected pilot response.” Although it may appear that pilot response to alerts should be a relatively straightforward task, incident and accident reports indicate that this is not so (Flight Data Working Group [FDWG], 2013). Problems may first arise during the initial stage when operators fail to detect the alert, possibly related to insufficient monitoring (FDWG, 2013; Moray, 1980; Wickens, 1984). There are several systematic reasons as to why this might occur. For example, the alert may not be salient enough to grab the pilots’ attention, or the placement of a visual alert may be out of the pilot’s normal range of view. Pilots might also not detect an alert because they are dealing with another issue that occupies their attention. Signal detection and the ability to perceive that a specific change has taken place relative to a stimulus within a sensory modality (e.g. visual, auditory, etc.) is obviously essential if adequate and appropriate pilot response is to occur. Pertinent issues associated with these factors and others were considered and are reflected in the matrices.
3. Use of Matrices in Training

The alerting matrices provide a framework for elements that can be incorporated into various phases of pilot training. The following are suggestions of how they can be used by instructors in developing different training modules for ground school/distance learning and for simulator training.

• Referencing the matrices, develop a ground school or computer-based training module about the basic philosophy of aircraft alerting systems and how, in general, pilots are expected to respond to alerts and cues (in conjunction with guidance set forth in non-normal checklists). Select an event and an alert that occurs during it, then follow the matrix from the alert through to the pilots’ responses:
  – type of alert
  – sensory modality (channel) through which the alert is delivered, also discussing the advantages and challenges of that channel
  – triggers/threshold for alert presentation
  – other alerts and cues that may be presented before, together with, and after the alert
  – the pilots’ response to these alerts and any challenges in responding correctly

• The matrices include information about the threshold that must be met for the presentation of some alerts as well as when some alerts are inhibited or suppressed. Discuss these three aspects associated with alerting and consider the pros and cons of alert inhibition and suppression in different conditions.

• In the matrices, note the number of alerts or cues that are presented in the same sensory modality for a given condition (e.g., visual). Discuss issues associated with attention to alerts, division of attention among alerts and cues, and sensory overload.

• Develop a ground school or computer-based training module to address how cues can be used to confirm, disconfirm, or refine one’s understanding of presented alerts. As part of the module, discuss various cognitive biases that may come into play when presented with alerts and cues (e.g., confirmation bias).

• The matrices for some events and initiating conditions identify specific issues associated with alerts in multiple failure conditions. Consider likely multiple failure conditions and the range and type of alerts and cues available. Discuss issues in developing an appropriate mental model of the condition(s) and desired crew responses, drawing, in part, upon company philosophy, policies, and procedures.

• Use the matrix information to consider how pilots may be challenged by Next-Gen operations such as RNP approaches, and specifically train the most effective interpretation and use of the available alerts and cues.
  – Example: Loss/degradation of GPS matrix
  – Example: Track or path deviation matrix
  – Example: Traffic conflict matrix

• Consider the role that monitoring has with regard to alert and cue identification and response. Are there certain monitoring techniques that are particularly effective in helping to predict the occurrence of some alerts and ways to quickly distinguish false and true alerts from each
other? Information in the matrices can then be used to develop simulator scenarios that allow pilots to experience and practice distinguishing false from valid alerts.

– Example: Stall warning during takeoff rotation: compare the alerts and cues of the valid and false warning conditions
– Example: Fire warning during takeoff rotation and cargo fire warning: compare the alerts and cues of the valid and false warning conditions

• Develop simulator scenarios involving (a) unexpected events that may startle if they occur without warning, (b) events for which the alerts and cues are subtle and may not reliably grab the pilots’ attention, (c) failures leading to the absence of an expected alert, (d) combinations of alerts and cues presented sequentially or simultaneously, that may themselves be part of what makes a situation unexpected, challenging, or stressful. The matrices provide some examples of such events.
  – Example: Stall without normal stall warning and with subtle secondary cues
  – Example: Multiple air data source failure

• Use the matrix information to develop simulator scenarios that allow pilots to experience and practice recognizing and reacting to loss of automation/automation reversions.
  – Example: Stall event with FBW system degradation to alternate mode or law
  – Example: Loss of autopilot with air data computer failure

• Develop simulator scenarios that allow pilots to experience and practice interpreting and reacting to alerts that may be generated by secondary conditions (preceding or consequent to a main system failure), depending on the aircraft type.
  – Example: Hydraulic system failure matrix
  – Example: Engine failure in cruise condition matrix

• Use the matrix information to develop simulator scenarios that allow pilots to experience and practice recognizing and reacting to an un-alerted event, particularly one in which the pilots may not readily recognize the condition or condition severity based on the available cues.
  – Example: In-flight hidden cabin fire/smoke matrix.
  – Example: Stall in icing conditions

• Outside of training activities, the matrix format and contents can also be used to guide event analysis within the Safety Management System.

4. Suggested Accident Case Studies
Accidents identified in Table 5 can be used as case studies in conjunction with the matrix or matrices that pertain to the alerting components associated with these events. Specific alerts and cues that were reported in the accident reports can be analyzed using the pertinent matrix as a guide. Group discussions can be generated by focusing on the contributions (both positive and negative) from the alerts and cues generated during the event.
Table 5. Accident Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accident Reference</th>
<th>Synopsis and Pertinent Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses. (2012). Final Report On the accident on 1st June 2009 to the Airbus A330-203, registered F-GZCP, operated by Air France flight AF 447 Rio de Janeiro. Paris. Retrieved from <a href="http://www.bea.aero/en/enquetes/flight.af.447/rapport.final.en.php">http://www.bea.aero/en/enquetes/flight.af.447/rapport.final.en.php</a></td>
<td>On May 31, 2009, Air France 447, an Airbus A330 was on a flight from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil to Paris, France. Three and one-half hours into the flight, the reserve captain and first officer experienced unreliable airspeed indications at FL 380 likely due to obstruction of the pitot probes by ice crystals. The aircraft was inadvertently stalled and descended into the ocean in three and one-half minutes. The confusion regarding the flight instrument displays and the aircraft state were evident during the entire event. The flight controls were never moved to reduce the angle of attack and recover aerodynamic stall. See matrices related to air data computer failures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Transportation Safety Board. (2004). In-Flight Left Engine Fire American Airlines Flight 1400 McDonnell Douglas DC-9-82, N454AA St. Louis, Missouri September 28, 2007. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-09/03. Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety Board. Retrieved from <a href="http://www.ntsb.gov/doclib/reports/2009/AA">http://www.ntsb.gov/doclib/reports/2009/AA</a> R0903.pdf</td>
<td>On September 28, 2007, about 1313 central daylight time, American Airlines flight 1400, a McDonnell Douglas DC-9-82, N454AA, experienced an in-flight engine fire during departure climb-out from Lambert-St. Louis International Airport (STL), St. Louis, Missouri. The takeoff was uneventful until the airplane reached an altitude of about 1,000 to 1,500 feet mean sea level. At about that altitude, the first officer stated that the Left Engine “ATSV Open” light had illuminated. A few minutes later, the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) recorded a sound similar to the Engine Fire warning bell and then, the first officer stating that the Left Engine Fire warning light had illuminated. The Captain stated that they would return to STL. During the return to STL, the nose landing gear failed to extend, and the flightcrew executed a go-around, during which the crew extended the nose gear using the emergency procedure. The flightcrew’s unfamiliarity with the initial alerts (“ATSV Open” light) and the alerts generated by of pulling the fire handle created confusion during the event. See matrices for engine failure and fire.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued on next page
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accident Reference</th>
<th>Synopsis and Pertinent Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Safety Board of Canada. (1998). In-Flight Fire Leading to Collision with Water Swissair Transport Limited McDonnell Douglas Md-11 HB-IWF Peggy’s Cove, Nova Scotia 5nm SW 2 September 1998. Aviation Investigation Report, Report Number A98H0003. Retrieved from <a href="http://www.tsb.gc.ca/eng/rapparts-reports/aviation/1998/a98h0003/a98h0003.pdf">http://www.tsb.gc.ca/eng/rapparts-reports/aviation/1998/a98h0003/a98h0003.pdf</a></td>
<td>On 2 September 1998, Swissair Flight 111 departed New York, United States of America, at 2018 Eastern Daylight Savings time on a scheduled flight to Geneva, Switzerland. About 53 minutes after departure, while cruising at flight level 330, the flightcrew smelled an abnormal odor in the cockpit. They agreed that the origin of the anomaly was the air conditioning system. When they assessed that what they had seen or were now seeing was definitely smoke, they decided to divert. They initially began a turn toward Boston but changed their destination to Halifax International Airport. They leveled off to jettison fuel but were unaware that a fire was spreading above the ceiling in the front area of the aircraft. About 13 minutes after the abnormal odor was detected, the aircraft’s flight data recorder began to record a rapid succession of aircraft systems-related failures. The flightcrew declared an emergency and indicated a need to land immediately but ended up crashing into the ocean. See matrices for hidden cabin fires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Transportation Safety Board.. (1994). In-Flight Icing Encounter and Loss of Control Simmons Airlines, d.b.a. American Eagle Flight 4184 Avions de Transport Regional (ATR) Model 72-212, N401AM Roselawn, Indiana October 31, 1994 Volume 1: Safety Board Report. Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-96/01. Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety Board. Retrieved from <a href="https://www.ntsb.gov/doclib/reports/1996/AA">https://www.ntsb.gov/doclib/reports/1996/AA</a> R9601.pdf</td>
<td>On October 31, 1994, at 1559 Central Standard Time, an Avions de Transport Regional, model 72-212 (ATR 72) leased to and operated by Simmons Airlines, Incorporated, and doing business as American Eagle flight 4184, crashed during a rapid descent after an uncommanded roll excursion. The airplane was in a holding pattern and descending to a newly assigned altitude of 8,000 feet when the initial roll excursion occurred. The loss of control was attributed to a sudden and unexpected aileron hinge moment reversal that occurred after a ridge of ice accreted beyond the deice boots. This report shows how attending to cues can provide information regarding hazards when there is a lack of alerting. See matrices for uncommanded yaw and roll.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*continued on next page*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accident Reference</th>
<th>Synopsis and Pertinent Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Transportation Safety Board. (1992). <em>Aborted Takeoff Shortly After Liftoff Trans World Airlines Flight 843 Lockheed L-1011, N11002 John F. Kennedy International Airport Jamaica, New York July 30, 1992.</em> Aircraft Accident Report NTSB/AAR-93/04. Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety Board. Retrieved from <a href="http://libraryonline.erau.edu/online-full-text/ntsb/aircraft-accident-reports/AAR93-04.pdf">http://libraryonline.erau.edu/online-full-text/ntsb/aircraft-accident-reports/AAR93-04.pdf</a></td>
<td>On July 30, 1992, at 1741 Eastern Daylight Time, Trans World Airlines flight 843 experienced an aborted takeoff shortly after liftoff from John F. Kennedy International Airport. This accident occurred when L-1011 stickshaker erroneously activated just after takeoff rotation, and the First Officer, as pilot flying, perceived the aircraft as stalling. He immediately transferred control to the Captain, who landed the aircraft without enough runway remaining. The captain maintained control of the aircraft throughout the event, managing to turn off of the runway onto a grassy area before hitting the barrier at the end of the runway. The airplane caught fire and was destroyed; however, all occupants escaped. This accident illustrates the difficulty in detecting some false alerts quickly. See matrices for aerodynamic stall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Accidents Investigation Branch (2014). Report No: 1/2014. <em>Report on the accident to Airbus A330-343, registration G-VSXY, London Gatwick Airport on 16 April 2012.</em> Retrieved from <a href="http://www.aaib.gov.uk/cms_resources.cfm?file=/AAIB%201-2014%20G-VSXY.pdf">http://www.aaib.gov.uk/cms_resources.cfm?file=/AAIB%201-2014%20G-VSXY.pdf</a></td>
<td>On April 16, 2012, an Airbus A-330 experienced a series of smoke warnings from the aft cargo hold. The cargo smoke procedures were followed, including discharging the fire extinguishers, but the smoke warnings continued. The flight returned to the departure airport and landed. An emergency evacuation was conducted where two passengers were seriously injured. The investigation showed that the warnings were spurious and false. See matrices for cargo smoke and fire.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix A. Alerting Systems on the Five Study Aircraft: Brief Overview

**Airbus A320**

The A320 alerting system includes master caution and master warning visual and aural alerts, the Electronic Centralized Aircraft Monitoring (ECAM) system, a variety of other aural alerts (both synthesized speech and sounds), illuminated lights on overhead systems panels, and a variety of indications on the PFD, ND, and the flight management guidance computer multifunction control display unit (FMGC MCDU). As its name implies, the ECAM monitors aircraft systems and displays information about them through two primary cockpit displays, the upper ECAM and the lower ECAM (Figure A1), which are located in the center of forward displays directly in front of the throttle quadrant.

![Figure A1. Airbus ECAM displays.](image)

During emergency or abnormal conditions, the ECAM displays text alerts associated with the condition and corrective actions for the crews to take (i.e., checklist steps). For example, in Figure 2 the title of an abnormal condition (FUEL AUTO FEED FAULT) appears in amber in the lower left section of the upper ECAM display and is followed by one checklist item, in blue type, to be
accomplished. The alerts and checklist actions are automatically displayed and prioritized so the most critical alerts and actions, based on algorithms developed by ECAM designers, are always presented first, when more than one emergency/abnormal condition exists. As checklist items are accomplished or the condition that triggered the item is resolved, they disappear from the display and remaining items move up.

System synoptic pages are also automatically displayed, in the lower ECAM display, which show the status of the malfunctioning system and the effect crew actions are having on checklist steps as they are accomplished (Hicks & DeBrito, 1998). Upon the completion of the displayed checklist items and review of the system synoptic, the pilots are expected to display the Status page on the ECAM. This page includes a list of inoperative equipment, if any, and other information that might be pertinent to the remainder of the flight, such as changes to approach procedures.

The A320 ECAM has three levels of warnings and cautions (Table A1). Each level is based on the associated operational consequence(s) of the failure. Failures will appear in a specific color, according to a defined color-coding system, that advises the flight crew of the urgency of a situation. In addition, Level 2 and 3 failures are accompanied by a specific aural warning: a continuous repetitive chime (CRC) indicates a Level 3 failure, and a single chime (SC) indicates a Level 2 failure. As with all the study aircraft, there are additional visual and aural warnings. Examples of the extent and types of aural alerts used in the A320 can be found in Table A2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Level</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Color Coding</th>
<th>Aural Warning</th>
<th>Recommended Crew Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Continuous repetitive chime</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>Amber</td>
<td>Single chime</td>
<td>Awareness, then action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Degradation</td>
<td>Amber</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Awareness, then monitoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A2. A320 Aural Warnings and Meanings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warning Signal</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuous repetitive chime</td>
<td>Red warnings</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single chime</td>
<td>Amber caution</td>
<td>½ second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavalry charge</td>
<td>A/P disconnection by take-over problem</td>
<td>1½ seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A/P disconnection due to failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Click</td>
<td>Landing capability change</td>
<td>½ second (three pulses)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cricket</td>
<td>Stall</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermittent buzzer</td>
<td>Selective calling system (SELCAL) call</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous buzzer</td>
<td>Cabin call</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘C’ chord</td>
<td>Altitude alert</td>
<td>1½ seconds or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto call-out (synthetic voice)</td>
<td>Height announcement below 400 feet AGL</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground proximity warning system (GPWS) (synthetic voice)</td>
<td>GPWS warning</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When there are several failures, the flight warning computer (FWC) displays them as text messages on the upper ECAM in order of priority, pre-determined by the manufacturer according to the severity of the operational consequences of the failure. This is intended to ensure that the flight crew addresses the most critical failures first (Airbus Flight Crew Training Manual, pg. 2 section 040, Chapter 1). In scenarios where a second, more critical failure occurs while the crew is accomplishing the checklist for the first failure, the checklist will be replaced by the text alert and checklist items for the second, more urgent failure. When those checklist items have been accomplished, the remaining items on the first checklist will be presented for accomplishment (Hicks & DeBrito, 1998).

**Boeing 737NG**

The B737 Next Generation (NG) alerting system includes master caution visual and master fire warning visual and aural alerts, red and amber visual alerts on the forward, center console, and overhead panels, amber system annunciator lights on the forward glareshield, a variety of aural alerts, various indications on the PFD, ND, and FMS control display unit, and a tactile alert for stall warning. Visual alerts on the overhead panels indicate specific system malfunctions.

The master caution/fire warning lights are triggered by malfunctions affecting any of several systems; e.g., amber master caution lights for hydraulic failure and red master fire warning lights for cargo fire. For a subset of system failures, the system annunciator lights on the glareshield panels (Figure 3) direct attention to the malfunctioning system whose controls and lights are located on the overhead panel or center console, outside of the pilots’ normal field of view. For example, an illuminated “FLT CONT” light on the first officer’s glareshield informs the pilots to look up at the
flight control section of the overhead panel to find the illuminated amber light that pertains to the specific failure that has occurred.

![Image of Boeing 737 master caution/fire warning and system annunciator lights.](image)

*Figure A2. Boeing 737 master caution/fire warning and system annunciator lights.*

Unlike the other aircraft that we examined in this study, when the B737NG alerting system provides a visual alert for a caution condition, it generally does not also provide a secondary attention-getting alert through another sensory modality, such as an aural alert. This aircraft does provide alerting through two senses for warning conditions such as aerodynamic stall and engine fire.

**Boeing B777**

The B777 alerting system includes master caution and master warning visual and aural alerts, the EICAS display, a variety of aural alerts, including a variety of synthesized speech and sounds, illuminated lights on overhead, forward, and center console systems panels, a variety of indications on the PFD, ND, and FMS CDU, and a tactile alert for stall warning.

The EICAS display is located in the center of the forward instrument panel, directly in front of the thrust levers. Text alerts are presented on the EICAS (Figure A3) and, when multiple alerted conditions exist, their alerts are grouped by level of severity (warning, caution, advisory), and listed chronologically within each group (i.e., the most recent alerts appear at the top of its severity group list). Thus, as new messages are added existing messages are pushed physically lower on the display. Warning level alerts are colored red, caution level alerts are amber, and advisory level alerts are amber and indented. Additional status messages requiring no action by the pilots are presented in blue when manually recalled by the pilots. Any displayed message will remain presented on the EICAS until the condition that triggered it is resolved, if possible. Figure A3 depicts both caution and advisory level text alerts.
In contrast to the A320 ECAM, the B777 EICAS is related to, but distinctly separate from the B777 electronic checklist (ECL), and they are displayed on different screens. However, the systems are linked such that a checklist associated with an EICAS alert will automatically be displayed on one of the cockpit multi-function displays (MFDs), typically one directly below the EICAS display above the throttle quadrant, when the pilot presses the CHKL button on the cockpit display select panel (DSP).

If multiple EICAS alerts are presented, when the CHKL button is pressed a list of checklists is presented for the pilot to select among. As with the EICAS, the ECL does not prioritize the order in which multiple checklists should be accomplished but it does group them in the queue according to their associated alert message’s level of severity (warning, caution, etc.). The pilot interacts with the ECL through the use of a touchpad and mouse and can move back and forth through pages of multiple page checklists. When an item has been accomplished, rather than disappearing as with the A320 ECAM, items turn color from white to green and a green check mark appears in front of the item on the display as shown in Figure A4.

System synoptic displays are also available on the B777 and are called up by pressing separate buttons on the DSP, much in the same way as system synoptics are displayed on the Airbus ECAM but without the automatic display function, i.e., system synoptics must always be manually selected for display on the B777.
Bombardier CRJ700

The CRJ700 alerting system includes master warning and master caution visual and aural alerts, two EICAS displays (ED1 and ED2), a variety of aural alerts including several synthesized speech advisories and sounds or tones, illuminated lights on overhead, forward, and center console panels, a variety of indications on the PFD, ND, and FMS CDU, and a tactile alert for stall warning. The master warning and master caution pushbuttons are located on the glareshield (both sides) within the primary field of view (Figure A5) and the two EICAS displays (Figure A6) are located in the center of the instrument panel in front of the thrust levers.

When illuminated, the master warning and master caution push button is pressed which extinguishes the light and resets the system in the event that additional warning or caution alerts are needed. Pressing the master warning push buttons on the CRJ700 will silence some aural tone and voice warnings (e.g., “Cabin Pressure,” or “Engine Oil”), but not others (e.g., stall warbler or takeoff
configuration warnings such as flaps not in takeoff position). Pressing the master caution push buttons on the CRJ700 will not silence the GPWS and traffic collision and avoidance system (TCAS) voice alerts, or the altitude alert C-chord aural.

The EICAS displays show warning (red), caution (amber), advisory (green), and status (white) messages. ED1 usually displays the warning and caution messages and ED2 displays the advisory and status messages. In the case of a failure of one of the EICAS displays, all messages can be viewed on the remaining display (Figure A6).

![Figure A6. CRJ700 EICAS displays 1 and 2.](image)

All text messages are grouped by level of severity and also listed chronologically with each group. Thus, as with the B777, the most recent text message is listed at the top of its respective severity level group. Therefore, any new messages are added above the existing messages thereby pushing the rest of the messages physically lower on the screen. Any displayed message will remain presented on ED 1 or ED2 until the condition that triggered it is resolved, if possible.

There is a limit to the total number of text messages that can be displayed within any one severity level grouping. If the number of text messages exceeds the available space, “page 1 of 2” or “page 1 of 3” is displayed next to the associated list. To help decrease clutter caused by excessive EICAS messages (and possibly leave the pilots unaware that some systems have failed), some message lists—such as caution messages (amber) and status messages (white)—can be removed from view, leaving a “MSGS” notation where the list was located. The viewing of both these hidden messages and additional pages beyond the display space provided is manually controlled by the pilots via the EICAS control panel that is located on the center pedestal.
Embraer EMB190

The EMB190 alerting system includes master warning/caution visual and aural alerts, an EICAS, and illuminated lights on overhead, forward, and center console systems panels for system emergency and abnormal conditions. There are additional aural alerts (both synthesized speech and sounds) and visual indications on the PFD, MFD, and FMS MCDU. The airplane’s Stall Protection System provides a tactile stickshaker warning.

The EMB190 EICAS (Figure A7) is located in the center of the five forward displays directly in front of the throttle quadrant. Text alerts are presented on the EICAS and are grouped by level of severity. Warning level alerts are red; caution level alerts are amber; advisory level alerts are cyan; and information/status messages are white. The warning level alerts are placed at the top of the EICAS display and are listed chronologically (i.e., the most recent alert appears at the top of the group’s list). Caution, advisory and status alerts are then presented, in that order, also chronologically within each grouping. The addition of new messages above the existing messages causes the rest of the messages to be pushed physically lower on the display.

In addition to the use of colored text, the master caution/warning systems and the EICAS also incorporate blinking in their alerts. Warning and Caution alerts will cause the blinking of the associated master warning or caution button. Steady illumination of these alerts will occur only after the pilots acknowledge the alert by pressing the associated master warning or caution button. When new warning, caution, and advisory EICAS alert messages are displayed, they also blink and appear in inverse video until crew acknowledgment. Advisory (cyan) messages automatically revert from blinking to steady illumination after five seconds. Status messages do not blink at all.

For redundancy, and as an additional attention-getting feature, aural warnings correspond with each alert category. Continuous chimes at three or five second intervals for warning and caution alert messages, respectively, are silenced after the associated button is pressed. Advisory and information/status alert messages are accompanied by a single chime.

![Figure A7. E190 EICAS display.](image-url)
## Appendix B. Study Materials Subjected to Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Revision</th>
<th>Revision Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B737NG</td>
<td>Flight Manual</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6/15/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B737NG</td>
<td>Quick Reference Handbook (QRH)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4/1/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B737NG</td>
<td>Flight Crew Training Manual (FCTM)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7/29/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B737NG</td>
<td>QRH</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1/24/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B737NG</td>
<td>Operating Manual Volume 1</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2/23/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B737NG</td>
<td>Operating Manual Volume 1.2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4/7/09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B777</td>
<td>Flight Manual</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10/28/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B777</td>
<td>FCTM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6/30/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B777</td>
<td>QRH</td>
<td></td>
<td>6/15/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B777</td>
<td>Operating Manual Volume 2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6/27/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B777</td>
<td>QRH</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5/17/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A320</td>
<td>Flight Crew Operating Manual (FCOM )Volume 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10/15/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A320</td>
<td>FCOM Volume 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3/14/08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A320</td>
<td>QRH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6/1/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A320</td>
<td>AOM Volume 2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6/2/09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A320</td>
<td>Training Manual</td>
<td></td>
<td>4/1/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRJ700</td>
<td>FCOM Volume 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3/14/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRJ700</td>
<td>FCOM Volume 1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5/2/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRJ700</td>
<td>FCOM Volume 2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5/2/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRJ700</td>
<td>Pilot Advanced Qualification Program Manual –</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11/8/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard Practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRJ700</td>
<td>CRJ700 QRH</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11/9/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRJ700</td>
<td>FOM</td>
<td></td>
<td>2/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E190</td>
<td>FCOM Volume 1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6/1/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E190</td>
<td>FCOM Volume 2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2/23/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E190</td>
<td>QRH</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2/1/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E190</td>
<td>Training Manual</td>
<td></td>
<td>4/1/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E190</td>
<td>Normal Checklist</td>
<td></td>
<td>(no date)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E190</td>
<td>QRH</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10/12/12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C. Airbus A320 Matrices

> Click here to go to the Airbus A320 matrices

Appendix D. Boeing 737NG Matrices

> Click here to go to the Boeing 737NG matrices

Appendix E. Boeing B777 Matrices

> Click here to go to the Boeing B777 matrices

Appendix F. Bombardier CRJ700 Matrices

> Click here to go to the Bombardier CRJ700 matrices

Appendix G. Embraer EMB190 Matrices

> Click here to go to the Embraer EMB190 matrices